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that he had swayed so long in State affairs was dropping from his hand, and finding his power threatened by a body of spirited young men on whom his arts of seduction and intimidation had been equally tried in vain, he looked about for assistance.    With this object he turned his attention, as no man but himself would have thought of doing, to Mr. Clinton.   It was said, and I believe truly, that he consulted Gen.  Armstrong on the point and that the latter remonstrated earnestly against the proposed step.   I met him on the steamer on our way to attend the Term of the Supreme Court at New York, shortly after my re-election, when he took me aside immediately and assured me that so far from having countenanced the opposition of his friends to my election he had done all he could to prevent it. I begged him to give himself no uneasiness on the point as my friend Chief Justice Thompson had informed me to the same effect during the canvass, and I was very certain besides that he was wholly incapable of such conduct.   He then proceeded to remark upon the happy results of the election throughout the State, and the uses we ought to make of our success; spoke of healing wounds and the importance and advantage of an harmonious party.   Having had an inkling of what was in the wind I could, without difficulty, place the true construction on such unusual observations from him.   I replied therefore that no one knew better than himself how well such sentiments corresponded with my own, and that he might safely count on my co-operation in all measures directed to that end, provided that they did not lead to such abrupt changes in our conduct and opinions, without a corresponding change in circumstances, as might impair the confidence of the People in our sincerity and cause them to believe that we were making a game of politicks, and playing it to serve our personal purposes.    He said, certainly! that should be borne in mind, and the subject was dropped, but without the slightest idea on his part of abandoning his purpose; that he never did, when his mind was once set on a favorite object.   We lodged at the same house in New York, and the matter alluded to on the steamboat furnished the occasion of many early walks together on the Battery.   Finding that he could not prevail on me to become a party to the Movement he contemplated, he one morning halted suddenly in our prom'enade and facing me, exclaimed, with some feeling, "Why, You are a strange man!   When I wanted to have Mr. Clinton removed, you were, in point of fact, opposed to it, and now that I want to bring him back you are opposed to that also! " I replied, that I was not opposed to Mr. Clinton's restoration to the confidence of the party if it was brought about naturally, and facilitated by his own conduct, but that I could neither approve nor cooperate in the sudden and unwise way in which he proposed to bring it about, which could not fail, I thought, to have the effect I had

